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WHATEVER YOU DO, OR DREAM
YOU CAN DO, BEGIN IT.
BOLDNESS HAS GENIUS AND
POWER AND MAGIC IN IT.
GOETHE

Welcome
The UK's global change film festival is back
celebrating its 5th birthday with two weeks of
the most moving and acclaimed cinema about
the big issues of our time.
See award-winning Sundance and other global
festival films before anyone else in the country.
Connect with filmmakers from Palestine, India,
Bulgaria, the UK, Canada, north and southern Africa.
And stick around after the lights go up to join discussions and workshops with leading journalists, politicians and campaigners about where Scotland – and
you – relate to the stories told.
Highlights include the mind-blowing festival opener
Surviving Progress, executive produced by Martin
Scorsese, about what future path humanity may take;
the UK premiere of Tribeca Best Film winner War
Witch, a beautiful and uncompromising tale of child
soldiers in West Africa; and community events in
Leith and Easterhouse, including the fun-filled Mary
Poppins: battle of the bankers.
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Packed with inspirational stories presenting solutions to hunger, HIV, climate change, sex trafficking and
the financial crisis, there’s something here for everyone who likes their cinema great and meaningful.
View trailers online and book tickets now at www.takeoneaction.org.uk

Become
an

and get

2 free tickets
takeoneaction.org.uk/joinus

“Take One Action brings to light incredible stories
from across the planet which – like South Africa's
injustices, courage and beauty – were once hidden.
But they can’t do it without your help.” Archbiship
Desmond Tutu, A Take One Action Hero
For as little as £3 a month, or more if you can afford it, Action
Heroes enable us to inspire, connect and resource more people
through our events in communities and schools countrywide, yearround, as well as supporting the filmmakers whose work we show.

Commit today and get 2 free tickets for the screening of your choice takeoneaction.org.uk/participate
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Travel the world
how to do the festival in 5 steps

1 Watch films & discuss them

p12

The heart of the festival: great films, followed by discussion
with filmmakers, campaigners, journalists and YOU!

2 Mix and match symbols

We’ve ditched strands this year. Instead we want to encourage you to engage with a variety of
stories presented at different levels by the filmmakers. To help you along, we’ve tagged all the
films with one of these symbols. Now over to you to create your perfect festival mix.

Inspiring examples
of the power of
ordinary people

3 Tickets
Unless stated, please book
online, by phone or in person
through the relevant venue.
See back cover for details.

The big view of
the critical issues
of our time...

Moving personal
stories from the
global frontlines...

Bring friends, grab a freebie
Like what we do? Be a Take One
Action advocate! Bring five friends
to Filmhouse or GFT and with our
loyalty card you’ll get in free. Or see five films at
either venue to get into a sixth free. Cards available
at the Filmhouse and GFT box offices.

4 Go deeper

p36
5

Campaigner training for beginners. Talks on the future of
social media for global citizenship. World food and music.
Just some of the things we’ve put on to help you go deeper.

Shar e!

Word of mouth means everything to us and the people the festival represents.

Invite your friends
facebook.com/takeoneaction

Follow, tweet and retweet
twitter.com/takeoneaction
and tweet at #TOA2012

Loved or hated a film? Looking for help to take action? We really want to
know what’s on your mind and what effect these films have on you, so come and
say hello to festival staff and volunteers in yellow after an event. It makes our day!
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Behind the scenes
associates, partners, staff and volunteers

Funder
Creative Scotland is the national leader for
Scotland’s arts, screen and creative industries,
and is a proud supporter of Take One Action.
We invest in talented people and exciting ideas. We develop and champion everything that’s good
about Scottish creativity. We seek to work in partnership with grassroots, local, national and
international organisations to help us achieve our goals. Find out more at www.creativescotland.com

Associates

In the midst of economic crisis, The Co-operative has continued to demonstrate that a principled
approach to business can deliver outstanding results. We are guided in everything we do by our Values
and Principles, and we are committed to making a difference in communities at home and abroad.
50,000 of our members recently set us these priorities: inspiring young people, tackling global poverty
and combating climate change. We are proud to support Take One Action which contributes to all three.
We get stronger every time a new member gets involved, from the checkout to the boardroom.
Help make a difference and join us now by visiting www.co-operative.coop/membership.

Christian Aid insists the world can and must be swiftly changed to one where everyone can live a full
life, free from poverty. We work directly in over 50 countries through strong local partnerships striving
to achieve equality, dignity and freedom for all, regardless of faith or nationality.
We are part of a wider movement for social justice. We campaign to tackle the causes of poverty as
well as its effects, with current focuses on economic and environmental justice.
Join our campaigns online at www.christianaidorg.uk/scotland or contact Diane Green on
dgreen@christian-aid.org for tailored information about our work or for support to campaign with us.
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Staff and volunteers
Well... Who would have thought when we had this idea five years ago that we’d still
be here! It’s almost entirely thanks to the commitment of people like you, who dare
to think the world is worth trying to understand, improve and ultimately love. Almost
entirely. Because behind each festival - and our work with adults and young people
throughout the year - there’s an amazing team of volunteers, trustees, donors and
allies without whom it just wouldn’t happen. So: happy birthday to them! Simon
Artistic Director
Festival co-ordinator
Youth and families officer
Festival assistant
Online and social media
Information assistant
Technical support
Trustees
Patrons

Simon Bateson
Wendy Ball
Andy McCoy
Emma Pattinson
Danny Scott, Orlaith McAree
Meg Pruce
Ron Brown, Rod White, James Rice, Allison Gardner
Keith Armstrong, Tanya Gedik, Liz Harkman, Garth Reid, Kirstie Shirra,
Wendy Ball, Simon Bateson
Ken Loach, Paul Laverty

With thanks to
Maro McNab, Ruth Marsden, David Milway, Marie O’Donnell, Roben Hera, Amy McDonald, Ric Lander,
Jenny Leask, David Dugan, Carol Donaldson, Lloyd Anderson, Dana MacLeod, Liz Murray, Sambrooke
Scott and all at Creative Scotland, Tom Kirby, Josiah Lockhart, The Hoping Foundation, Diane Green,
Gillian Wilson, Paul Holleran, Jamie Livingstone, Sara Cowen, Simon Macfarlane, Diane Anderson,
James Picardo, Sam Roddick, George Sully, Jamie Dunn, Gail Tolley, Flore Cossquer, Noe Mendelle,
Emma Davie, Arlene Steven, Patrick Grady, Amanda Patterson, Sheila Hay Pacifico, Nicole, Rob and
Chris at Out of the Blue, Mark Daniels, Sheena MacDougall, Brenda Davies, Johnny Gailey, Patrick
Grady, Alexis Barnett, Oli Harbottle, Phil McBride, Dave and Ben at The Please Squad, Darren Smith,
Rich Warren, Fay Young and friends at World Kitchen in Leith, Lizelle and friends at Africa in Motion,
Mark Langdon, David Archibald, baby Gedik and many more.

supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
abbrev.

surprise_us>
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Partners and friends

Join the conversations
Visit takeoneaction.org.uk
for event details, trailers and more

Invite your friends
facebook.com/takeoneaction

Write to us
32-36 Dalmeny Street, EH6 8RG

Follow, tweet and retweet
twitter.com/takeoneaction #TOA2012

Get us directly
0131 553 6335
info@takeoneaction.org.uk

Sign up for email updates
takeoneaction.org.uk/join-us/register

Money doesn’t make the world go round, but it does help us inspire
change among some 10,000 people each year who do. In 2012, we
really need your help more than ever so that we can continue and do more.
To make a one-off or regular gift to Take One Action’s activities in Scotland
please use the Action Heroes form at the back of this guide, or to discuss
what work you could individually support, just get in touch. Thank you.
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Youth and families

FREE FAMILY EVENT ART, STREET THEATRE AND A CLASSIC DISNEY FILM

Mary Poppins: battle of the bankers

SAT 29 SEPT 12PM TO 4PM
PLATFORM, 1000 WESTERHOUSE
ROAD, GLASGOW (FREE)
SUN 30 SEPT 2PM TO 5PM
OUT OF THE BLUE, 32 DALMENY
STREET, EDINBURGH (FREE)
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACES AT
TAKEONEACTION.EVENTBRITE.
COM

Production Robert Stevenson
USA, UK 1964 | 95mins | U

Mary, Mary, quite contrary, how does your garden grow?
This special and free Take One Action event introduces and
explores ideas of money and social responsibility for all ages.
Kicking off with arts, crafts and indoor street theatre (from
pleasesquad.blogspot.co.uk) before we all fall down and watch
one of the great classics of Western cinema. Promises to be a
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious family event. Don’t miss it!
“THE SETS ARE LUxURIANT, THE SONGS LILTING,
THE SCENARIO WITTY BUT IMPECCABLY SENTIMENTAL,
AND THE CAST…PERFECTION.” TIME

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Top 5 events for teens
1/2 Revolution (page 14)
Chasing Ice (page 20)
Surviving Progress (page 27)
War Witch (page 30)
We’re Not Broke (page 31)
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UK PREMIERE | BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (GLASGOW) | PLUS ACTIVITIES

The Blue Tiger

SAT 22 SEPT 3.15PM,
FILMHOUSE, £7.50/£5.50 BOOK
THROUGH FILMHOUSE
FRI 5 OCT, 7PM THE HIDDEN
GARDENS, GLASGOW, £6/£4
ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
BLUETIGER.EVENTBRITE.COM

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Petr Oukropec,
Bohdan Sláma | Czech
Republic 2012 | 90mins | 8+
Distribution
gerda@levelk.dk

Johanka and Matyas’s playground is the lush botanical
garden in the old quarter of a Czech city. When the new mayor
reveals his intention to scrap the garden and modernize,
Johanka’s terrific imagination takes hold and the pair plan to
stop him.
Suddenly rumours of a mysterious Blue Tiger in the city circulate.
Can they protect him from the Mayor and save the garden?
This heart-warming Czech film, a hit on the indie festival circuit,
explores play, environment and social responsibility themes with
bags of charm.
BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (GLASGOW)
Join us (and join in) under the stars as we pedal through the film at
Glasgow’s Hidden Gardens. Please bring warm clothing and a
waterproof as rain cover is limited.
Both screenings will be accompanied by activities for younger
viewers led by Take One Action’s Andy McCoy and special guests.

BIKE-POWERED SCREENINGS AT TAKE ONE ACTION
Take One Action works with Guerilla Cinema, a Woodcraft Folk project, to
provide interactive bike-powered screenings at this year’s festival, including in
Glasgow for the first time. Woodcraft Folk is a movement for families and young
people, open to everyone. Their volunteer-run clubs offer a place where children
grow in confidence and learn how to value the planet and each other. For more
information about groups in Scotland, visit www.woodcraft.org.uk
For other bike-powered screenings, look out for the bike symbol.
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Free schools screenings
Our free schools screenings in Edinburgh and Glasgow are accompanied by
activities specially geared to key subject areas in the curriculum, and underpinned
by moving image literacy and responsible citizenship. Book your group in now by
calling Filmhouse on 0131 228 2688 or Glasgow Film Theatre on 0141 352 8613.

Chasing Ice

War Witch

TUES 25 SEPT 10AM - 12.15PM
EDINBURGH FILMHOUSE

WEDS 26 SEPT 10AM - 12.15PM
EDINBURGH FILMHOUSE

WEDS 3 OCT 10.15AM - 12.30PM
GLASGOW FILM THEATRE

TUES 2 OCT 10.15AM - 12.30PM
GLASGOW FILM THEATRE

Scottish Premiere
Best Cinematography, Sundance 2012
Suitable for S5 and S6

UK Premiere
Best narrative feature, Tribeca 2012
Suitable for S5 and S6

When National Geographic photographer James
Balog asked, “How can one take a picture of
climate change?” his attention was immediately
drawn to ice. Soon he was asked to do a cover
story on glaciers that became the most well-read
piece in the magazine’s history. But for Balog,
this marked the beginning of a much longer
project that would reach epic proportions.

A gripping and elegiac love story about the evils
that conflict and poverty still write large across
many countries, not only in Africa.

This is the story of a visionary artist who, in
facing his own mortality, bequeaths the magic of
photography and the adventure of expedition to
a new generation and captures the most visible
sign of climate change on the planet today.

This is the story of Komona: a 14-year-old girl
who has been kidnapped from her village to
become a rebel. For over a year she is forced to
take part in a war that seems to have no goal,
until eventually she escapes with an older albino
soldier. Together, at last, they experience the
joys of a peaceful and loving life. But it cannot
last. Before long fresh tragedy forces Komona
to confront and fight the ghosts that have been
haunting her.

VIEWING GUIDANCE: No graphic images, one

VIEWING GUIDANCE: Contains strong themes,

expletive. English language. Thematically
suitable for 12+ audiences.

including moderate violence suitable for 15+
audiences. In French with slow subtitles.
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A-Z
films & chat

THE BEST FILM OF THE FESTIVAL... AS VOTED FOR BY YOU

Audience Award 2012: surprise screening

SAT 6 OCT 18:00 FILMHOUSE
EARLY BIRD £1 (SEE BELOW)
STANDARD £7.50/£5.50
BOOK THROUGH FILMHOUSE
“THE AUDIENCE HAD DOUBLED
FROM LAST YEAR AND THE
PRE FILM ATMOSPHERE IN THE
CINEMA WAS BUZZING”
EVENT ATTENDEE, 2011

Take the plunge and join us for the final screening of Take
One Action 2012 as voted for by you from our host of
critically acclaimed European, UK and Scottish premieres.
Last year it was Anthony Baxter’s new Scottish classic, You’ve
Been Trumped. This year, it could be a Sundance or Berlin winner,
a gripping feature drama or an eye-popping comedy. What's
certain is that it will have fired the imagination and social spirits of
hundreds of festival goers in the preceding days and weeks:
so whatever you do, don't miss it!

Present a ticket stub from another Take One Action 2012 festival film
at the Filmhouse box office any time up to Friday 5th October to get
your Audience Award Screening ticket for just £1*.

Celebration Ceilidh
Following the Audience Award, and as part of our 5th birthday
celebrations, we’re wrapping up in the best Scottish tradition!
Come dance with the Take One Action team, volunteers and
audience members you’ve been sharing screen time with to
honour the spirit of all the people and movies daring to work for
a better world. For for details, see page 39.

*One reduced price ticket per stub. Tickets purchased online, without a stub or on Saturday 6 October
will be charged at normal prices. All tickets bought for this event are non-refundable. Please note: the
surprise screening will be treated as a certificate 15 and children may therefore not be admitted.
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SCOTTISH PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

1/2 Revolution plus short

WED 26 SEPT 8.45PM FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 BOOK VIA FILMHOUSE
THU 27 SEPT 6PM, GLASGOW
MEDIA ACCESS CENTRE, £5/£3
ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
TAKEONEACTION.EVENTBRITE
.COM
WINNER, BEST FILM
AL JAZEERA FILM FESTIVAL
"A TIMELY MOVIE UNLIKELY
TO LOSE ITS POWER ANY
TIME SOON" INDIEWIRE

Production Omar Shargawi &
Karim El Hakim | Denmark
2011 | 72 mins | Ages 15+
Distribution
gerda@levelk.dk

TICKET DEAL
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When waves of protests escalate outside their window during
the first chaotic days of the Egyptian Revolution, friends and
filmmakers Omar and Karim take to the streets to capture the
extraordinary events unfolding around them.
Overnight, as in countless other homes across the city, terror and
excitement spill over into once safe havens and force them to
choose between staying with the action and looking after their families. Perhaps the most powerfully immersive film to emerge from
the Arab Spring, ½ Revolution was the deserving winner of Best
Film at this year’s Al Jazeera Film Festival.
Followed by the short film Phone call from Cairo (Yiotis Vrantzas,
Greece 2012).
DIRECTOR Q&As
We are delighted to welcome award-winning
director Omar Shargawi to Edinburgh and
Glasgow for Q&As following these screenings.

Showing as a double bill at Filmhouse (Edinburgh) with This Is Not A Film
at 6pm (see page 29 for details). See both films for £10 (£8 concessions)
when tickets bought by phone or in person from Filmhouse.
Showing as a double bill at GMAC (Glasgow) with Global Encounters
(shorts and seminar) at 2pm. See both films for £8 (£6 concessions) when
bought together in advance from takeoneaction.eventbrite.com

SCOTTISH PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

5 Broken Cameras

FRI 28 SEPT 3.15PM FILMHOUSE
£4.20/£2.60 (bargain matinee)
SAT 29 SEPT 3PM, GLASGOW
FILM THEATRE, £7/£5.50
SAT 29 SEPT 8.15PM FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 BOOK VIA VENUES

WINNER, BEST DOCUMENTARY
SUNDANCE 2012
“STARTLINGLY INTIMATE AND
DIRECT” VILLAGE VOICE

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

When Emad Burnat buys a video camera to record the birth of
his son, little does he know that he will suddenly be drawn
into an extraordinary new role in his village of Bil’in in the
West Bank.
Overnight Bil’in has become the centre of an international
campaign to halt the seizure of land and olive groves for Israeli
settlers: one that the world must not be allowed to see. Navigating
a dangerous path between truth and propaganda, family and
friends, life and justice, Emad, and his camera, stay firmly in the
firing line throughout this extraordinary film that shows the price of
freedom in Palestine is steadily going up and up.
DIRECTOR Q&As
We are delighted to welcome the award-winning
star and director of 5 Broken Cameras, Emad
Burnat, to Edinburgh and Glasgow for Q&As
following all screenings of this film. With Barrie
Levine (Scottish Jews for A Just Peace).

Production Emad Burnat, Guy
Davidi | Occupied Palestinian
Territory, France, Netherlands,
Israel 2011 | 90mins | Ages 15+
Distribution robert@newwave
films.co.uk

Related events
Campaigning for Beginners (p37)
Global Encounters (p22)

Films on related themes
Wikileaks: secrets and lies
(p33)
Zero Silence (p35)

Explore and act on related issues
hopingfoundation.org
jewsforajustpeace.com
pacbi.org
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SCOTTISH PREMIERE | PLUS DISCUSSION

Call Me Kuchu

FRI 5 OCT 8.25PM FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50
"CONNECTS THE DOTS
PERFECTLY TO SHOW HOW
PERSONAL AND GLOBAL
STRUGGLES ARE
INExTRICABLY LINKED "
INDIEWIRE

Production Katherine Fairfax
Wright & Malika Zouhali-Worrall
USA, Uganda 2012 | 87mins
Distribution
info@dogwoof.com
Join the festival chat
online #TOA2012
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Uganda has become ground zero in the evangelical church’s
war on the “homosexual agenda.” Enter David Kato, a veteran
activist who’s been working tirelessly to repeal his country’s
homophobic laws and liberate his fellow gay and
transgendered citizens—called “kuchus”—from persecution.
Kato’s mission is intensified when a new anti-homosexuality bill
proposing death for HIV-positive gay men is introduced.
Meanwhile, the country’s newspapers are outing kuchus under
headlines such as “HOMO TERROR! We Name and Shame Top
Gays in the City.” Kato is one of the few to publicly denounce
these actions, insisting “if we keep on hiding, they will only say we
are not here.”
Call Me Kuchu documents the courageous efforts of Kato and his
team to overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles. The result
is both a hard-won victory and a devastating loss for the
international gay community.
AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
Followed by discussion about the issues raised
in the film with special guest speakers including
Ugandan activist John Bosco and The Rt Rev
Dr John Armes, Bishop of Edinburgh.

Films on related themes
Cape Spin (opposite)
5 Broken Cameras (p15)

Explore and act on related issues
oia.co.za
scotland.gov.uk/samesex
amnesty.org

SCOTTISH PREMIERE | PLUS DISCUSSION | BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (GLASGOW)

Cape Spin!

BIKE-POWERED SCREENING
FRI 28 SEPT 7.30PM THE HIDDEN
GARDENS, GLASGOW, £6/£4
ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
CAPESPIN.EVENTBRITE.COM
Also showing
THUR 4 OCT 8.25PM FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50
"ExASPERATINGLY FUNNY"
THE BOSTON GLOBE

Dazzling, surreal and hilariously intimate from the start, Cape
Spin follows the tragicomic battle over America’s most
scandal-driven renewable energy project, Cape Wind.
Set to become the US’s first offshore windfarm, strange alliances
have formed for and against the project in NIMBY central, Martha’s
Vineyard, New York. Kennedys, journalists, grassroots and
sponsored campaigners do battle with the developer and green
groups over the future of American power. Fuelled by full access to
both sides, a commitment to impartial storytelling and a fantastic
soundtrack, Cape Spin foregrounds powerful questions about what
works, and what is acceptable, when people campaign for things
they are passionate about, or have a vested interest in.

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Robbie Gemmel
USA 2011 | 86 mins | Ages 12+
Distribution
Libby Handros
lhandros@aol.com

AUDIENCE DISCUSSION (EDINBURGH)
Followed by discussion about campaigning,
lobbying and spinwith special guest speakers
including Linda Butcher, Chief Executive, Sheila
McKechnie Foundation: connecting, supporting
and informing campaigners across the UK.
BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (GLASGOW)
Join us (and join in) under the stars as we pedal
through the film at Glasgow’s Hidden Gardens.
Please bring warm clothing and a waterproof.

Have you seen a film that's inspired you to do something? Would you like practical
ideas about how you can make a difference on the issues that matter to you? Check out
the festival’s FREE Campaigning for Beginners training in partnership with SMK on page 37.
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EUROPEAN PREMIERE | BIKE-POWERED OUTDOOR SCREENING

The Carbon Rush

BIKE-POWERED SCREENING
WEDS 26 SEPT 7PM ROYAL
BOTANIC GARDENS EDINBURGH
£6/£4 ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
CARBONRUSH.EVENTBRITE.COM

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Amy Miller
Canada 2012 | 84 mins | 15+
Distribution
byronamartin@gmail.com

Invite ur friends
facebook.com/takeoneaction
twitter.com/takeoneaction

Opening in Midlothian, this groundbreaking documentary
moves across the globe to meet the impoverished
“beneficiaries” of our carbon trading market: a multi-billion
dollar industry nicknamed "green gold" by its backers.
Incinerators burning garbage in India. Deforestation in Brazil. Oil
barons and militias on the rise in Panama. What do these stories
have in common? Their causes are all hailed and receiving
Western support because they are “offsetting” pollution created
here in Scotland and other parts of Europe.
Many situations the filmmakers encounter along the way are so
topsy-turvey they could have come from the Mr Men books. But
this is no joke, and there is, as yet, no happy ending. With direct
links back to Scotland, where carbon emissions are still rising
rather than falling, the need to re-examine our choices has never
been more critical.
INTERACTIVE BIKE-POWERED SCREENING
Join us (and join in) under the stars as we pedal
through the film at the Royal Botanic Gardens
Edinburgh. Please bring warm clothing and a
waterproof as rain cover is limited.

"Take One Action's focus on empowering audiences to engage
through film with global and environmental issues is unique in
the UK. This work is really, really important.”
Festival patrons Ken Loach and Paul Laverty
(Looking for Eric, The Angel’s Share)
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WHAT’S THE USE OF A FINE HOUSE IF
YOU HAVEN’T GOT A TOLERABLE
PLANET TO PUT IT ON? HENRY THEREAU

SCOTTISH PREMIERE | BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (EDINBURGH)

Chasing Ice

TUES 25 SEPT 7.30PM, CCA, 350
SAUCHIEHALL STREET, GLASGOW
£6/£4 BOOK VIA VENUE

When National Geographic photographer James Balog asked,
“How can one take a picture of climate change?” his attention
was immediately drawn to ice.

BIKE-POWERED SCREENING
THUR 27 SEPT 7PM, ROYAL
BOTANIC GARDENS EDINBURGH
£6/£4 ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
CHASINGICE.EVENTBRITE.COM

Soon he was asked to do a cover story on glaciers that became
the most popular and well-read piece in the magazine’s recent
history. But for Balog, this marked the beginning of a much longer
project that would reach epic proportions.

“A BIG SCREEN PHENOMENON
THAT SIMULTANEOUSLY
TERRIFIES, ASTOUNDS,
ENTERTAINS, AND EDUCATES”
SANDY CANNON-BROWN
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SUNDANCE 2012
AUDIENCE AWARD SxSW 2012

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

In his breathtakingly beautiful documentary, filmmaker Jeff
Orlowski follows the indomitable photographer as he brings to life
the Extreme Ice Survey (EIS)— a massive photography project
that placed 30 cameras across three continents to gather visual
evidence of the earth’s melting ice. This is the story of a visionary
artist who has, in facing his own mortality, bequeathed the
adventure of expedition to a new generation and captured the
most visible sign of climate change on the planet today.
BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (EDINBURGH)
Join us (and join in) under the stars as we pedal
through the film at the Royal Botanic Gardens
Edinburgh. Please bring warm clothing and a
waterproof as rain cover is limited.

Production Jeff Orlowski
USA 2012 | 75 mins | Ages 10+
Distribution
info@dogwoof.com
We’re also hosting free schools screenings of this film in Edinburgh and Glasgow. See page 11.
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PART OF NOURISHING A GLOBAL COMMUNITY (SEE PAGE 38)

The Dancing Forest

SUN 23 SEPT 1PM, OUT OF THE
BLUE, 32 DALMENY ST, EH6 8RG
£7/£5 AS PART OF NOURISHING A
GLOBAL COMMUNITY (12PM TO
4PM) ADVANCE BOOKING AT
FILMFEAST.EVENTBRITE.COM
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD
REYKJAVIK INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Brice Lainé
UK, Togo 2008 | 52 mins | 8+
Distribution
info@thedancingforest.com

This powerful story about sustainable food production and
development in Africa champions hope, self-reliance and
change in the face of seemingly unconquerable forces.
When Séda and Tiyéda returned to their native village in Togo,
they found it on the brink of ruin, devastated by decades of bleak
economic prospects and an increasingly infertile land. Yet armed
with their unshakable faith in the riches and ways of their
ancestors, they empowered hundreds of local women in an
indigenous project that revolutionized life in the community and
made harvests rich again.
Bursting with West Africa’s vibrant sights and sounds, The
Dancing Forest goes beyond the usual African story of desolation
and poverty to unveil a world of dignity and hope — a world where
forests can dance.
Introduced by Gillian Wilson of NIDOS (the Network of
International Development Organisations in Scotland).

Wonderful world food
This event is part of Nourishing A Global Community: food,
music, films and discussion. The whole event, including two
films and a delicious world food buffet meal is included in the
price of your ticket. For full details, turn to page 38.
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Global Encounters (shorts and seminar)
representing poverty and social change

TUE 25 SEPT 2PM TO 5PM
FILMHOUSE, £5.60/£3.60
BOOK VIA FILMHOUSE

Presented as a double bill with
The Woman In The Septic
Tank (p34). Attend both events
for £10 (£8 concessions) when
bought by phone or in person.
Also showing
THUR 27 SEPT 2PM TO 5PM,
GMAC TRONGATE 103, GLASGOW,
£5/£3 ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY
AT GLOBALENCOUNTERS.
EVENTBRITE.COM

Presented as a double bill with
1/2 Revolution (page 14).
Attend both events for £8/£6.
CO-PRESENTED WITH

Our first ever shorts programme is world class thanks to a
brand new partnership with Encounters, the UK’s leading
short film and animation festival.
Blending delightful comedy, moving drama and eye-opening short
docs on a range of social themes, the screenings will transition
into discussion about how poverty and social change issues are
represented on film and in the media. There will also be an
opportunity for filmmakers and those active on poverty and social
change issues to share ideas and opportunities.
EDINBURGH PROGRAMME
Roger the Real Life Superhero Cathy MacDonald, UK 2011, 10mins
Bagong Silang Zena Merton, UK 2011, 10mins
Carta a Sasha Javier Reverte, Andoni Jaén, Spain 2012, 15mins
Hombre Máquina Roser Corella, Alfonso Moral, Spain 2011, 14mins
Kin l'Atelier Collectif, Belgium 2011, 11mins
Unravel Meghna Gupta, UK/India 2012, 14mins
GLASGOW PROGRAMME
American Water (Nick Jordan, UK 2011, 9mins)
Roger the Real Life Superhero (Cathy MacDonald, UK 2011, 10mins)
Bagong Silang (Zena Merton, UK 2011, 10mins)
Bendito Machine IV (Jossie Malis Alvarez, Spain 2012, 10mins)
Ever Hear A Postman Whistle? (Bexie Bush, UK 2011, 3mins)
Bon Voyage (Fabio Friedli, Switzerland 2012, 6mins)
Dura Lex (Anke Blondé, Belgium 2011, 18mins)
Unravel Meghna Gupta, UK/India 2012, 14mins

Join the festival conversation #TOA2012
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PART OF NOURISHING A GLOBAL COMMUNITY (SEE PAGE 38)

Growing Change

SUN 23 SEPT 2PM, OUT OF THE
BLUE, 32 DALMENY ST, EH6 8RG
£7/£5 AS PART OF NOURISHING A
GLOBAL COMMUNITY (12PM TO
4PM) ADVANCE BOOKING AT
FILMFEAST.EVENTBRITE.COM

Why are hundreds of millions of people living in hunger
when we know there is enough food to satisfy everyone?
With a sideways glance at the global systems maintaining the
status quo – the industrialization of agriculture, land grabbing
and financial speculation – this spirited film then turns full
face towards the community projects in Venezuela that are
challenging them.

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Simon Cunich |
Australia 2011 | 60mins | 12+
Distribution
growingchangefilm@gmail.com

Leaving the debate around Hugo Chavez aside, we are introduced
to ordinary people bringing about change in a beautiful land:
cooperatives breaking the country's reliance on imports; cocoa
producers involved in the local processing of chocolate rather than
just exporting raw beans; fisherfolk who are benefiting from new
regulations that ban industrial trawling; urban populations growing
healthier on their own organic produce. Full of inspiring
characters, thought provoking insights, stunning scenery and
ideas to transform the food system, Growing Change celebrates
the power of community in stories that could be mirrored around
the world.
Introduced by Liz Murray of The World Development Movement.

Wonderful world food
This event is part of Nourishing A Global Community: food,
music, films and discussion. The whole event, including two
films and a delicious world food buffet meal is included in the
price of your ticket. For full details, turn to page 38.
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SCOTTISH PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

Lucky

SAT 22 SEPT 5.30PM, GLASGOW
FILM THEATRE, £7/£5.50
SAT 22 SEPT 8.15PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 BOOK VIA VENUES

One of the most nuanced and arresting portrayals of the
impact of HIV on children in South Africa, Avie Luther’s
acclaimed drama follows ten year old Lucky as he struggles
to honour a promise at his mother’s grave to make something
of himself.

“DELICATE AND REAL.
ExTRAORDINARILY
TOUCHING” VARIETY

Leaving the security of his remote Zulu village for the big city with
the hope of going to school, Lucky accidentally falls in with an
elderly Indian woman with an inherent fear of Africans, who takes
him in as she would a stray dog. Together, unable to speak each
other's language, they develop an unlikely bond forged through
greed, loneliness, and ultimately, a renewed sense of belonging.

Production Avie Luthra | South
Africa 2011 | 100mins | 15+
Distribution
producer@luckythe
movie2011.com

Invite ur friends

DIRECTOR Q&A
We are delighted to welcome director Avie Luther
to Scotland for Q&As following these screenings,
alongside other voices on global access to health
and education.

facebook.com/takeoneaction
twitter.com/takeoneaction

Related events
Global Encounters (p22)
Campaigning for Beginners (p37)
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Films on related themes
Sister (p26)
War Witch (p30)

Explore and act on related issues
oxfam.org.uk/get-involved/campaignwith-us/health-and-education

SCOTTISH PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

The Price of Sex

SUN 23 SEPT 6PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50
"FEARLESSLY RESEARCHED
AND UNDENIABLY URGENT"
VARIETY
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Mimi Chakarova
USA 2011 | 72mins | Ages 15+
Distribution
maelle@catndocs.com

According to UN estimates, each year around 1.5 million
women are taken abroad to serve as sex slaves. 25% of these
come from Eastern Europe where the collapse of communism
left an increasing number vulnerable to economic instability
and the sex traffickers’ promises of prosperity.
Having left Bulgaria as a teenager in search of a better life, The
Price of Sex is director Mimi Chakarova’s nine-year effort to
infiltrate a world in which many women of her generation were left
behind. Filming undercover and gaining extraordinary access, she
illuminates how even though some women escape to tell their
stories, sex trafficking remains a multi-billion dollar global concern.
DIRECTOR Q&A
We are delighted to welcome director Mimi
Chakarova to Scotland for a Q&A alongside
award-winning human rights journalist Billy Briggs
(The Observer, The Scotsman) and Jenny Kemp
(co-ordinator, Zero Tolerance).
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Films on related themes
Sister (p26)
The Whistleblower (p32)

Explore and act on related issues
stopthetraffik.org
ecpat.net
europa.eu/pol/rights
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EUROPEAN PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

Sister

WEDS 26 SEPT 6PM, YORKHILL
HOSPITAL MEDICINEMA,
GLASGOW, £6/£4
ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
SISTER.EVENTBRITE.COM
Also showing
FRI 28 SEPT 6PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 VIA FILMHOUSE

OFFICIAL SELECTION
MONTREAL FILM FESTIVAL

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Lack of transport, communication, education and investment
in healthcare mean that Ethiopia, Cambodia and Haiti have an
average maternal mortality rate of one in forty women.
With tenderness, incredible access and a real-life cast of heroes
Sister tells the unheard story of three health workers from these
countries, exploring how they and their colleagues find hope and
meaning against all the odds. Following them through home visits,
deliveries and moments of quiet reflection, their stories honour
strategies and skills that demand greater understanding,
appreciation and investment as a matter of urgency.
DIRECTOR Q&A
We are delighted to welcome director Brenda
Davis to Scotland for Q&As following these
screenings. With Ruth Dawson in Glasgow (Senior
Maternal Health Advsier, UK Department for
International Development) and in Edinburgh
Nepali nurse and Edinburgh University research
associate associate of Radha Adhikari.

Production Brenda Davis
USA, Haiti, Ethiopia, Cambodia
2012 | 94mins | Ages 15+
Distribution
info@sisterdocumentary.com

Related events
Campaigning for Beginners (p37)
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Films on related themes
Lucky (p24)
The Price of Sex (p25)

Explore and act on related issues
unison-scotland.org.uk/publicworks
millionmums.org
ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/health

OPENING NIGHT SCREENING | SCOTTISH PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

Surviving Progress

FRI 21 SEPT 8.15PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50
SAT 22 SEPT 3PM, GLASGOW
FILM THEATRE, £7/£5.50
BOOK THROUGH VENUES
“A NOURISHING, CHALLENGING
DOCUMENTARY... BEAUTIFUL
ExPOSITION” THE TIMES
“BRISTLES WITH PROVOCATIVE
INSIGHTS AND PROBING
QUESTIONS ABOUT HUMANITY”
LA TIMES

"The scary thing about where we are now in history is that for
the first time there's only one system... So what happens
when it goes wrong?"
With dazzling imagery and an immersive soundtrack, Surviving
Progress (exec produced by Martin Scorsese) launches us on a
rollercoaster journey of the mind to contemplate our evolution from
cave-dwellers to space explorers. Technological progress vs. the
fundamentals of wellbeing… Improving global livelihoods vs.
protecting the environment: the film presents the story of social
advancement as a spectacular, awe-inspiring and double-edged
sword, without ever straying into cliché. Now: can we in the
twenty-first century continue in this way?
DIRECTOR Q&A
We are delighted to welcome the film’s co-director
and writer Harold Crooks to Scotland for Q&As
following screenings in Edinburgh and Glasgow,
plus guests from Christian Aid and SCIAF.

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Mattieu Roy,
Harold Crooks | Canada, 2012
86mins | Ages 12+
Distribution
E.Seguin@nfb.ca

Followed in Edinburgh by opening night drinks and music in the
Filmhouse café-bar, open to all. Ticket stubs required for drinks.
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I DON’T BELIEVE IN
PEOPLE JUST HOPING.
WE WORK FOR WHAT WE
WANT. AUNG SAN SUU KYI

ExCLUSIVE SCREENING | PANEL DISCUSSION

This Is Not A Film

censored

WEDS 26 SEPT 6PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 Showing as a double

bill at Filmhouse with 1/2
Revolution at 8.45pm (see
p14). See both films for £10 (£8
concessions) when tickets are
bought by phone or in person.
“A SAMIZDAT CINE-POEM IN
DEFENCE OF CINEMA AND
FREEDOM” THE GUARDIAN
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Jafar Panahi &
Mojtaba Mirtahmasb | Iran 2011
75mins | U

Join the festival chat
online #TOA2012

Related events
When Movements Click (p39)
Campaigning for Beginners (p37)

Does censorship work? You have to wonder when you
consider that Jafar Panahi’s extraordinary satire, rated as the
number one film of 2011 by Rotten Tomatoes, has hardly been
seen in the UK… and that he is still under house arrest,
perhaps as a result.
One of three films in this year’s festival “Contextualising the Arab
Spring” (with 1/2 Revolution and Zero Silence, see below), this
extraordinary film follows a day in the life of Panahi as he defies
the Iranian Government’s filming ban and the threat of six years in
prison for supporting the opposition in the 2009 election.
Shot on his iPhone and a cheap DV camera and smuggled into
France in a cake for a last-minute submission to Cannes, the film
offers a humble, utterly compelling and visceral statement about
creativity, freedom and civilization that should be seen by everyone.
AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
Followed by discussion with Yassamine Mather
(Hands Off The People of Iran) and other special
guest speakers about Iran, censorship and the
campaign to free Jafar Panahi.

Films on related themes
1/2 Revolution (p14)
Zero Silence (p35)

Explore and act on related issues
hopoi.org
newint.org
andalus.co.uk
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UK PREMIERE | PANEL DISCUSSION | INTERNATIONAL DAY OF NON-VIOLENCE

War Witch

TUES 2 OCT 5.45PM, GLASGOW
FILM THEATRE, £7/£5.50
WED 3 OCT 8.20PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 BOOK VIA VENUES

Beautiful imagery, humour and incredible acting from its
young cast give the horrors of Kim Nguyen’s
uncompromising tale of child soldiers in southern Africa a
poignancy and empathy notably missing in similar films.

BEST NARRATIVE FEATURE
TRIBECA 2012

Marking International Day of Non-Vilence, this is the story of
Komona: a 14-year-old girl in a conflict ravaged African state who
has been kidnapped from her village to become a rebel.

"A GENRE BENCHMARK AND
A BREAKOUT WORK FOR
WRITER-DIRECTOR KIM
NGUYEN" THE HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Kim Nguyen
Canada, 2012 | 90mins | 15+
Distribution
sanam@filmsdistribution.com

For over a year she is forced to kill in a war that seems to have no
goal, until eventually she escapes with an older albino soldier.
Together, at last, they experience the joys of a peaceful and loving
life. But it cannot last. Before long fresh tragedy forces Komona to
confront and fight the ghosts that have been haunting her. A
gripping and elegiac love story about the evils that guns and
poverty still write large across many countries, not only in Africa.
AUDIENCE DISCUSSIONS
Both screenings will be followed by discussions.
We hope to be joined by Kenny McAskill, Minister
for Justice (Edinburgh only), as well as Jamie
Livingstone (Campaigns Manager, Oxfam).

We’re also hosting free schools screenings of this film in Edinburgh and Glasgow. See page 11.
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ExCLUSIVE EUROPEAN PREVIEW | PANEL DISCUSSION

We’re Not Broke

TUES 2 OCT 8.30PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50
OFFICIAL SELECTION
SUNDANCE 2012

We’re Not Broke is the globally resonant story of the financial
crisis in America, the lobbyists who sought to capitalize on it,
and the campaign movements that are opposing it.
With the world in the grip of the worst recession since the Great
Depression, the conclusion that massive public spending cuts are
inevitable seems unquestionable. But is that the whole story?

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Karin Hayes &
Victoria Bruce | USA 2012 |
81mins | Ages 12+
Distribution
onshoreproductions@gmail.com

Invite ur friends

This searing exposé reveals the infuriating facts that brand name
corporations are trying to hide: not least the secreting away of
trillions of dollars in taxation and relationships with Western
governments that, according to the filmmakers, are responsible for
the middle class shrinking and the poor getting poorer.
AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
We are delighted to welcome Jolyon Rubenstein,
star of BBC3’s new political satire The Revolution
Will Be Televised, for discussion after this show,
alongside Dave Watson (Scottish Organiser,
UNISON) and Paul Brannen (Campaigns Director, Christian Aid).

facebook.com/takeoneaction
twitter.com/takeoneaction

Get on board the Tax Bus Tax dodging costs developing
countries an estimated $160bn every year - one and a half
times what they receive in aid. Christian Aid’s global partners
are bringing this message to the UK: in Glasgow on 2 Oct and
in Edinburgh on 3 Oct. Pay them a visit to learn more.
For up to date location details, visit christianaid.org.uk/scotland
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SPECIAL SCREENING | PANEL DISCUSSION

The Whistleblower

SUN 30 SEPT 8.10PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50

WINNER, BEST DIRECTOR
SEATTLE INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
“A GREAT ExAMPLE OF HOW
A FILM CAN HELP CREATE
CHANGE” INDIEWIRE

Production Larysa Kondracki
Canada 2010 | 112mins | 15+

Join the festival chat
online #TOA2012

Inspired by true events, Kathy (Rachel Weisz) is an American
police officer who takes a job working as a UN peacekeeper in
post-war Bosnia.
Her expectations of helping to rebuild a devastated country are
dashed when she uncovers a dangerous reality of corruption,
cover-up and intrigue that implicates US and British contractors
and multinational diplomats in protecting sex trafficking. As she
comes ever closer to the truth, the real-life implications escalate:
for her, for the women she is trying to defend, and for the British
press and company at the heart of the story.

AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
Followed by discussion with special guest speakers
including Jenny Kemp (co-ordinator, Zero Tolerance)
about the multi-billion dollar sex trafficking industry
and what Scotland can do to limit it.

Whistleblower Night: ticket deal
The Whistleblower is preceded by a special screening of Wikileaks: secrets and lies (opposite).
Whistleblowing has been protected in UK law since 1998. These two true-life stories that shook
the world explore the rights and wrongs of a powerful tool for social change. Buy a joint ticket for
both events for just £12.50/£7.50 when booked together through the Filmhouse Box Office.
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DISCUSSION EVENT + FILM | SCOTTISH PREMIERE | DIRECTOR Q&A

Wikileaks: secrets and lies

SUN 30 SEPT 5.40PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 (see also ticket deal
opposite).
OFFICIAL SELECTION
SxSW 2012

In the definitive account of the 'wiki-saga (to date)', awardwinning filmmaker Patrick Forbes goes behind the headlines,
exclusively meeting the global actors at the heart of stories
that shook first the US and then the world.
The film features the first major interview with Wikileaks founder
Julian Assange, who at the time of press is still awaiting the
outcome of the events described in this extraordinary film under
the protection of the Ecuadorian embassy in London.

“THOUGHT-PROVOKING AND
ADROITLY CONSTRUCTED"
VARIETY

Sulphurous, personal and moving, it documents history in the
making and the problematic frontier between new technology and
traditional journalism.

PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Patrick Forbes
UK, Germany 2011 | 75mins |
Ages 12+
Distribution
Richard.Donnelly@pearson.com

DIRECTOR Q&A
We are delighted to welcome director Patrick
Forbes and Sunday Herald journalist Rob
Edwards for discussion as part of this event
about Wikileaks and the ethics of public interest
disclosure in a new media age.

Interested in the power of new media? Check out When Movements
Click: a Take One Action Upgrade! seminar on new media and social
change, with New Media Scotland, followed by a special screening of
Zero Silence. See page 39 for details and to book.
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UK PREMIERE | PANEL DISCUSSION

The Woman In The Septic Tank

TUES 25 SEPT 6PM, FILMHOUSE
£7.50/£5.50 Presented as a

double bill with Global
Encounters: shorts and
seminar (page 22). Attend both
events for £10 (£8 concessions)
when tickets are bought by
phone or in person house.
Also showing
WED 26 SEPT 8.15PM, GLASGOW
FILM THEATRE, £7/£5.50
OFFICIAL SELECTION,
BERLIN INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL 2012
“THE MOST OUTSTANDING
DIRECTORIAL DEBUT IN
PHILIPPINE CINEMA THIS
YEAR" THE HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER

Bizarre, hilarious and shocking in equal turns, this
extraordinary spoof-drama breaks the mould of Philippino
cinema and asks the question “When does real social issue
drama become poverty porn?”
Rainier, Bingbong and Jocelyn are three film school graduates
dead set on making the Phillipines’ Oscar film nomination. Their
natural choice of subject to win the hearts of juries around the
world? Poverty, and specifically the tricky subject of child sex
tourism. In the course of one day, as they venture to secure the
Phillipines top actress Eugene Domingo, the movie-within-a-movie
gets reborn in a host of increasingly ridiculous ways until finally,
“real” tragedy strikes.
AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
Followed by discussion with special guest speakers about representations of poverty in the media.

Production Marlon Rivera
Phillipines 2011 | 87mins | 15+
Distribution
wzdiaz@yahoo.com

Related events
Global Encounters: seminar
(p22)
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Films on related themes
Global Encounters: shorts
(p22)

Explore and act on related issues
ecpat.net
newint.org

SCOTTISH PREMIERE | CHARACTER Q&A | BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (GLASGOW)

Zero Silence

BIKE-POWERED SCREENING
WED 3 OCT 7.30PM, THE GLUE
FACTORY, 22 FARNELL STREET,
GLASGOW, £6/£4 ADVANCE
BOOKING ONLY AT
ZEROSILENCE-GLAS
GOW.EVENTBRITE.COM
THURS 4 OCT 7.30PM, INSPACE,
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY,
1 CRICHTON STREET, £6/£4
ADVANCE BOOKING ONLY AT
ZEROSILENCEEDINBURGH.EVENTBRITE.COM
OFFICIAL SELECTION
SHEFFIELD DOCFEST
"AS RELEVANT TO THE WEST
AS IT IS TO THE ARAB
SPRING"
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Production Javeria Rizvi
Kabani, Alexandra Sandels &
Jonny Von Wallstrom
Sweden 2011 | 57 mins | 15+
Distribution
jonny@vonwallstrom.com

Measured, inspiring and beautifully filmed, Zero Silence
presents portraits of six young people from Tunisia, Egypt,
Lebanon and Syria who have taken to the streets, the
airwaves and the internet since the start of 2011 to fight for
change in their societies.
Female activist Lilia walks us through downtown Tunisia, sharing
memories of the single act of protest that started all the others.
In Egypt, journalists, musicians and artists cast light on the critical
role of underground media in Mubarak’s fall. In Lebanon, we hear
of a movement that is rising above religious divisions with the
purpose of ending them.
As the film points towards a new battle beginning to raging in
Syria, it powerfully reminds us that political freedom must be the
inheritance of this generation of Arab youth.
AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
We are delighted to welcome Lilia Weslaty at both
screenings (pictured above) a Tunisian activist who
features in the film, alongside David Pratt (Foreign
Editor, The Herald) in Edinburgh, and other guests.
BIKE-POWERED SCREENING (GLASGOW)
Join us (and join in) at an exclusive audiencepowered screening of Zero Silence at Glasgow’s
Glue Factory.

Preceded in Edinburgh by When Movements Click, see p39.
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Beyond the screen
Workshops, seminars, events

Campaigning for Beginners

SAT 6 OCT 10AM TO 1PM,
SCOTTISH REFUGEE COUNCIL,
BLYTHSWOOD COURT, GLASGOW
SUN 7 OCT 2PM TO 5PM, OUT OF
THE BLUE, EDINBURGH EH6 8RG
THESE WORKSHOPS ARE
FREE TO ATTEND, BUT YOU
NEED TO REGISTER.

Please email campaigning@
takeoneaction.org.uk with a
brief description of your
interest in taking part, or call
020 7700 8231.
DELIVERED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Are you totally new to the idea or practice of campaigning?
Have you seen a film that's inspired you to do something?
Actively seeking change on the issues you care about can take
many forms, but it can also also be fun and hugely rewarding.
These informative and empowering beginner's guides to changing
the world will give you the confidence to make a real difference.
Meet experienced campaigners, get to grips with the building
blocks of developing a campaign, and hear directly from politicians
who might be on the receiving end of your future action.
These workshops will be led by Kirstie Shirra.
As well as being an avid Scottish hill walker,
Kirstie has years of campaigning experience on a
range of social and environmental issues both at
a grass roots level and within Parliament. The
Sheila McKecknie Foundation is the only organisation in the UK
entirely dedicated to helping people – wherever they come from
– campaign for positive and lasting social change. For more
information visit www.smk.org.uk

Invite ur friends
facebook.com/takeoneaction
twitter.com/takeoneaction
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Nourishing A Global Community
Food, film, music and discussion

SUN 23 SEPT 12PM TO 4.30PM
OUT OF THE BLUE, 32 DALMENY
STREET, EDINBURGH
£7 (£5 CONCESSIONS)
ADVANCE BOOKING ONLINE AT
FILMFEAST.EVENTBRITE.COM

DELIVERED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Can we eat our way to a better world? Following on from last
year’s sell-out world food day event, join Take One Action and
friends in Leith to further explore Scotland’s food chain and its
relation to people across the globe: all centred around a
fantastic world food buffet cooked up by World Kitchen in Leith.
We kick off with lunch, stalls, a brand new photo exhibition about
Scotland’s links with the developing world, and live music – your
chance to kick back under the Drill Hall’s wonderful glass roof,
alongside others curious and expert about a range of food and
justice issues
The afternoon will include two exclusive film screenings.
The Dancing Forest (Reykjavik International Film Festival
Environmental Award) celebrates the extraordinary women of rural
Togo who are taking back their food system from overseas control
(see page 22); while our premiere of Growing Change draws
similar inspiration from urban settings in Venezuela (see page 23).

Join the festival chat
online #TOA2012
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The event wraps up with an interactive discussion featuring Alex
Renton (The Guardian), James O’Nions (WDM, Red Pepper), Holly
Waterman (The Co-operative) and you! Mmmm. If you don’t leave
belly-full of inspiration for more wholesome relationships with the
wider world, we’ll eat our hats.

When Movements Click

Take One Action Ceilidh

Upgrade! seminar: social media activism

Closing night after the Audience Award

THUR 4 OCT 5.30PM TO 6.30PM, INSPACE,
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, 1 CRICHTON STREET
FREE. ADVANCE BOOKING ESSENTIAL AT
UPGRADE.EVENTBRITE.COM

SAY 6 OCT 8PM TO 11PM, LAURISTON HALL, 28
LAURISTON STREET, EDINBURGH, £5/£4
ADVANCE BOOKING ESSENTIAL AT
TAKEONEACTION.EVENTBRITE.COM

Social media was largely credited for much of
the mobilsation in the Arab Spring. The internet
has changed the boundaries of media reporting,
as evidenced by Wikileaks, and of film
production and distribution. E-campaigning
groups in the UK like 38 Degrees and Avaaz are
reaching millions with quick-fire actions and
debate. And governments are trying to engage
with online pressure groups through ePetitions.

Following our surprise Audience Award screening
(see page 13), join the Take One Action team,
volunteers and other audience members you’ve
been sharing screen time with to celebrate our
5th birthday, and to honour the spirit of all the
filmmakers and others (you included) who are
daring to dream of a better world.

But where’s it going? How is it changing how we
think about the world and take responsibility for
the issues that effect us, and others? What are
the downsides? And what support and resource
is there in Scotland to go further?
In TED style, an artist, scientist and activist will
square off, then open out to audience questions.

In traditional Scottish style we’ll be dancing with a
fantatis ceilidh band, raising a glass, and
welcoming in a new season of optimism and
change. Come dance with us.

Get in there
Before the ceilidh, enjoy the best film of the
festival - as voted for by you - just down the
road at Filmhouse. Tickets from £1. See
page 13 for details.

DELIVERED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Why not grab some food from the Mosque
Kitchen and return for our screening of Arab
Spring/social media movie Zero Silence at
7.30pm (p35). Booking at takeoneaction.
eventbrite.com
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Support Take One Action
Take One Action takes audiences beyond
the screen. We make global issues and
positive action against the root causes of
poverty accessible to 1000s of ordinary
people each year. And we celebrate great
films and filmmakers. But we can’t bring
movies to life without your help.
I would like to support the work of Take One Action

About you

I enclose a one off gift of £

Name

I would like to make a regular gift
Please complete the standing order form below

Address

To donate by credit or debit card please visit the secure giving site at www.takeoneaction.org.uk/join-us
TAKE ONE ACTION FILM FESTIVALS IS A UK LIMITED COMPANY (NO. 376976) WITH CHARITABLE STATUS (SC041430)

For as little as £3 per month,
Action Heroes enable us to
inspire, connect and
resource more people through our
events in communities and with schools
year-round, as well as supporting the
filmmakers whose work we show.

Cheques should be made payable to
Take One Action Film Festivals

Postcode
Email
Telephone
Gift Aid declaration form

Standing Order form

Are you a UK taxpayer?
If so we can get an extra 28p for every £1 you give.

To The Bank Manager
Your bank
Bank address

Please treat as Gift Aid all gifts I make on or after
the date of this declaration

Postcode

I understand that to enable the charity to reclaim the tax on my
gift(s) I must pay an amount of income tax or capital gains tax
equal to the tax reclaimed on my donations (28p per £1 given).
I also understand that I may cancel this declaration at any time,
and that once I have told the charity of this cancellation no further
tax will be reclaimed after the date of cancellation. I will notify Take
One Action Film Festivals if I am no longer a UK taxpayer.

Please debit my/our account
Account no
Sort code
With the sum of £3 £5 £10 £20 Other_____

Signature

Date

Each month / quarter / year until further notice*
Starting on D D M M Y Y

* Delete as applicable

And pay this sum to Take One Action Film Festivals
Account no 65405462

Sort code 089299

The Cooperative Bank, Business Direct, PO BOx 250,
Skelmersdale, WN8 6WT
This instruction replaces any existing standing order to Take One
Action Film Festivals

Signature

Date

Please keep me informed about Take One
Action news and events by email

Making a regular gift?

Commit to a regular donation of £3 or a one-off
gift of £40 and to say thanks we’ll give you two
free tickets for a screening of your choice.
Yes please (I will be contacted by email)
No thanks
Please put my tickets in the community ticket
pool for low-income community groups
PLEASE POST COMPLETED FORMS TO
TAKE ONE ACTION FILM FESTIVALS,
32-36 DALMENY STREET, EDINBURGH EH6 8RG

Diary - at a glance
F 21 September
Opening gala
8.15pm, Surviving
Progress Filmhouse,
p27 PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

Sa 22 September

Su 23 September

3.15pm, Blue Tiger
Filmhouse, p10

8.15pm, Lucky
Filmhouse, p24

PLUS ACTIVITIES

PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

2pm, Global
Encounters (shorts)
Filmhouse, p22

6pm, Woman In A
Septic Tank Filmhouse
p34 PLUS DISCUSSION

W 26 September continued...
7pm, The Carbon
Rush Botanic Gardens
Bike-powered, p18

12pm, Nourishing A
Global Community,
Out of the Blue, Leith
p38 PLUS FILMS

6pm, The Price of
Sex Filmhouse, p25
PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

W 26 September

Tu 25 September
10am, Chasing Ice
(schools) Filmhouse,
p11 PLUS ACTIVITIES

Edinburgh

8.45pm,
1/2 Revolution
Filmhouse, p14

Th 27 September
7pm, Chasing Ice
Botanic Gardens
Bike-powered, p20

10am, War Witch
(schools) Filmhouse,
p11 PLUS ACTIVITIES

6pm, This Is Not A
Film Filmhouse, p29
PLUS DISCUSSION

F 28 September
3.15pm, 5 Broken
Cameras Filmhouse,
p15 PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

6pm, Sister
Filmhouse, p26
PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

Sa 29 September

Su 30 September

8.15pm, 5 Broken
Cameras Filmhouse,
p15 PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

2pm, Mary Poppins
Out of the Blue, Leith
p9, PLUS ACTIVITIES

W 3 October
8.20pm, War Witch
FIlmhouse, p30
PLUS DISCUSSION

5.40pm, Wikileaks
Filmhouse, p33
PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

8.10pm, The Whistleblower Filmhouse,
p32 PLUS DISCUSSION

8.30pm, We’re Not
Broke FIlmhouse, p31
PLUS DISCUSSION

F 5 October

Th 4 October
5.30pm, Social Media
Seminar InSpace,
Edinburgh Uni, p39

Sa 6 October
6pm, Audience Award
Filmhouse, p13

Tu 2 October

7.30pm, Zero Silence
InSpace, Edinburgh Uni
p35 PLUS DISCUSSION

8.25pm, Cape Spin
Filmhouse, p17
PLUS DISCUSSION

8.25pm, Call Me
Kuchu Filmhouse,
p16 PLUS DISCUSSION

Su 7 October
8pm, Ceilidh
Lauriston Hall, p39

2pm, Campaigning for Beginners
Free training workshop, Out of the Blue, p37

Glasgow
Sa 22 September

Su 23 September

Tu 25 September

W 26 September

5.30pm, Lucky GFT,
p24 PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

3pm, Surviving
Progress GFT, p27

7.30pm, Chasing
Ice CCA, p20

6pm, Sister Yorkhill
MediCinema, p26

PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

PLUS DISCUSSION

PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

Th 27 September
2pm, Global
Encounters (shorts)
GMAC Trongate, p22

F 28 September
6pm, 1/2 Revolution
GMAC Trongate, p14
PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

7.30pm, Cape Spin
Hidden Gardens, p17
Bike-powered

Sa 29 October
12pm, Mary Poppins
Platform Arts, p9

3pm, 5 Broken
Cameras GFT, p15

PLUS ACTIVITIES

PLUS DIRECTOR Q&A

W 3 October

Tu 2 October
10.15am, War Witch
(schools) GFT, p11

5.45pm, War Witch
GFT, p30

PLUS ACTIVITIES

PLUS DISCUSSION

10.15am, Chasing
Ice (schools) GFT,
p11 PLUS ACTIVITIES

8.15pm, Woman In A
Septic Tank GFT,
p34 PLUS DISCUSSION

F 5 October
7.30pm, Zero Silence
The Glue Factory, p35
Bike-powered

7pm, Blue Tiger
Hidden Gardens, p10
Bike-powered

Sa 6 October
10am, Campaigning for Beginners
Free workshop, Scottish Refugee Council, p37

Screenings

Workshops

Schools

41

Venues and tickets
All film info, trailers and booking links online at www.takeoneaction.org.uk
EDINBURGH
Filmhouse 88 Lothian Road, Edinburgh EH3 9BZ, tel 0131 228 2688
filmhousecinema.com
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh John Hope Gateway entrance only, Arboretum
Place, Edinburgh EH3 5NZ. Advance online booking only at
chasingice.eventbrite.com & carbonrush.eventbrite.com
Inspace University of Edinburgh, 1 Crighton Street, EH8 9AB mediascot.org
Advance online booking only at upgrade.eventbrite.com
Out of the Blue 32 Dalmeny Street, EH6 8RG outoftheblue.org.uk
Advance booking at takeoneaction.eventbrite.com
GLASGOW
Glasgow FIlm Theatre 12 Rose Street, G3 6RB, tel 0141 332 6535 gft.org.uk
Centre for Contemporary Art 350 Sauchiehall Street, G2 3JD, tel 0141 332 7521
cca-glasgow.com
The Hidden Gardens 25a Albert Drive, Glasgow, G41 2PE,
thehiddengardens.org.uk. Advance booking only at takeoneaction.eventbrite.com
GMAC (Glasgow Media Access Centre), 5th Floor, Trongate 103, G1 5HD,
g-mac.co.uk. Advance booking only at takeoneaction.eventbrite.com
The Glue Factory 22 Farnell Street, Garscube Industrial Estate, Maryhill, G4 9SE.
Advance booking only at zerosilence-glasgow.eventbrite.com
Platform The Bridge, 1000 Westerhouse Road, G34 9JW, platform-online.co.uk
Free event (p9). Reserve your places at takeoneaction.eventbrite.com

Ticket packages / CSR
Do you have a commitment to engaging your staff or beneficiaries around issues of
social responsibility? Is your organistion interested in supporting the arts and social
cohesion locally or internationally? Do you have a commercial role to play in the
developing world, or a corporate commitment to environmental sustainability?
Take One Action has a range of ticket packages available. Find out more and book now.
Visit takeoneaction.org.uk/participate/corporate_ticket_packages or get in touch (p7).

“WANT TO CHANGE THE WORLD BUT NOT SURE WHERE TO START?
THIS FESTIVAL WILL ROUSE YOU INTO ACTION!” THE GUARDIAN
Take One Action is a UK limited company (no. 376976) with charitable status in Scotland (SC041430).
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